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Are you submitting individually or as a group?

Individual
- Flash Presentation Session
- Individually Volunteered Paper
- Poster
- Talk
- Three-Minute Thesis Competition

Group
- Oral Presentation Session
- Roundtable / Town Hall
- Conversations or Debates
- Interview
- Podcast

Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?

In-Person
- Flash Presentation Session
- Individually Volunteered Paper
- Poster

Virtual
- Poster
- Talk
- Three-Minute Thesis Competition
- You will be required to pre-record your presentation.

Do you have individual abstracts?

Yes
- Oral Presentation Session
- You must present your session in-person and live.

No
- Roundtable / Town Hall
- Conversations or Debates
- Interview
- Podcast

Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?

In-Person
- Roundtable / Town Hall
- Conversations or Debates
- Interview

Virtual
- Roundtable / Town Hall
- Conversations or Debates
- Interview
- Podcast

Would you like to present live or prepare a recording?

Live
- Roundtable / Town Hall
- Conversations or Debates
- Interview

Pre-Recorded
- Podcast
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